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Abstract

The computational interpretation of comics is one of the
important topics being studied in the field of artificial in-
telligence and image recognition. This paper summarizes
two types of classification in order to analyze story pat-
terns of four scene comics based on convolutional neural net-
works(CNNs).

Introduction
The computational interpretation of comics has seen rapid
advance in recent years by developing of Convolutional
Neural Network(CNN). There are numerous challenging
tasks and unknown definitions for the computational inter-
pretation of comics; for instance, recognize drawing by a
gray-scaled image, modeling the structure of a story transi-
tion. The author focused on four scene comics, which have
clear and simple structure, from both aspects of the gen-
eration(Ueno, Mori, and Matsumoto 2014) and interpreta-
tion(Ueno et al. 2016) of comics by a computational method.

From my previous studies, I found that scene order is im-
portant information for interpreting the semantics of scenes
and the whole stories in four-scene comics, compared to
other types of comics. Therefore, in this study, I constructed
CNNs to estimate the orders of the comics and discuss the
story structure of four scene comics.

Basic Concept
Comics are popular especially in Japan and in a number
of some European countries. Actually, numerous genres
and structures of comics exist across the globe. They are
regarded as entertainment, expression, and artistic works.
Comic stories describe creative fiction, but they can also
describe current events clearly so comics are often used
in newspapers. In this study, four-scene comics, which are
structured with four continuous scenes, are considered. The
length of four-scene comics is limited so as to ensure a clear
interpretation of the contents. I suggested that, if a story tran-
sition pattern can be estimated, it would be helpful for inter-
preting the semantics of comics by a computational method
and useful for developing an interactive application for cre-
ators. According to following two types of classification, I
suggest that deep neural method can interpret story patterns
of four-scene comics.

Two types of Classification
Scene Order
To confirm whether the CNN can recognize the order of
transition in comics, 4C2 kinds of two class classification;
e.g. the first scene or the second scene, the first scene or the
third scene; are carried out. The results suggested that CNNs
based on AlexNet(Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton 2012)
can estimate the order of four scene comics. In other words,
CNNs obtained specific image features of scene order in four
scene comics.

Scene Emotion
To confirm whether the CNN can recognize emotion of
comic scene, emotion classification is carried out for 188
fourth-scene images extracted from four-scene comic sto-
ries. Human annotator assigned emotional tags to each
scene. The results suggested that CNNs can estimate the
emotion of four scene comics.

Conclusion
This paper summarize two types classification for analyz-
ing story patterns of four-scene comics utilizing convolu-
tional neural networks. This research is partially supported
by DAIKO FOUNDATION.
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